
CHANNEL COVERT
Rehabilitation and integration of migrants crossing the channel

the primary aim of the project will be to explore the best way to provide safe 
accommodation and secure spaces for the migrants, considering any immediate needs that 
this vulnerable group would require. the site will be focused on refuge, rehabilitation 
and integration, with a mixture of private and public spaces. opportuniies to grow 
and learn will cater to this diverse demographic and support their future prospects 
in the uk. 
With channel crossings only increasing, this facility could be essential.
Analysing alternatives to traditional housing and temporary structures will explore 
the balance between swift construction and quality living space. these spaces will 
be highly adaptable to cater to changing volumes of people.

HOW CAN DESIGN HELP 
MITIGATE SUFFERING CAUSED BY 
THE  CHANNEL CROSSING?

e n c o u r a g i n g 
integration between 
migrants and 
local communities 
will help tackle 
some of the core 
issues refugees 
face, reducing 
social isolation 
and creating more 
opportunities in uk 
society. the channel 
covert creates a 
community in which 
people come together 
to live, socialise 
and partake in 
c o n s t r u c t i v e 
activities with 
local residents, 
whilst long term 
housing and work 
solutions are found.

this concept is about providing a safe and 
healthful space for refugees entering the 
uk. it will pose as a temporary enrichment 
whilst personal long term solutions are 
sourced.
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the project inpsires the shift in  social and political approaches to the channel crossing, providing 
safe accommodation and secure spaces for migrants , considering any immediate needs that this vulnerable 
group would require. the site will be focused on refuge, rehabilitation and integration. opportuniies 
to grow and learn will cater to this diverse demographic and support their future prospects in the 
uk. designing to invoke change, the project will take a humanitarian approach supporting justice for 
refugees. With channel crossings only increasing, this facility could be essential.

Analysing alternatives to traditional housing and temporary structures the project occupies an ancient 
monument to reinstate new function to a forgotten building. the balance between swift construction and 
quality living space are explored alongside themes of expansion and contraction, assemble and dismantle 
help to to follow the fluctuation of crossings and arrivals. 
with this group of people frequently treated as statistics rather than individuals (who have often 
endured levels of trauma to reach the uk) a shift in social and political perceptions and strategies is 
key in restoring equality.
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concept journey 

WhaT IF WhaT IF - - the space could expand and contract to accomodate a changing volume of people? the space could expand and contract to accomodate a changing volume of people? 

the COncePTthe COncePT

to create spaces that can expand and contract with the 
fluctuation of inhabitant numbers. the capacity of the 
site could grow where necessary in order to accomodate 
different volumes  of people over time. 

 SitE LOCation: SitE LOCation:
 DOveR DOveR

 SitE ListiNG: SitE ListiNG:
 SCHedUleD MONUmenT SCHedUleD MONUmenT

 SitE AppROACH: SitE AppROACH:
 TEMPorarY YET DURABle TEMPorarY YET DURABle

selecting a site close to 
the issue was important in 
order for the center to 
be effective in recieving 
and rehabilitating people 
within a short time frame 
after making the crossing.  
Located in Dover, in close Located in Dover, in close 
proximity to the ferry proximity to the ferry 
port and the famous white port and the famous white 
cliffs, fort Burgoyne was cliffs, fort Burgoyne was 
originally constructed to originally constructed to 
guard Dover and defend the guard Dover and defend the 
south coast.south coast.

forT BURGOYNE is 
CLasSIFIed as A LisTed 
SitE, SO ANY ADDitionAL 
stRUCTURes USed to 
enhance the EXTERIOR 
MUst have A LIGHT toUCH 
ON the Land.  SCHedUleD 
MONUmenTS LIKE THis arE 
NationAllY IMPorTAnt 
arChaEOLOGICAL Sites 
and HistoRIC BUILDINGS, 
SO arE GRAnted SPECIAL 
PROTECtioN IN ordeR to 
MINIMisE the IMPACT of 
ANY SitE deveLOPmenT ON 
the EXisitNG BUILDING 
WorK. 

the space is intended for 
migrants who have made the 
channel crossing. this 
group contains a diverse 
ethnic demogrpahic so the 
site will have to remain 
adaptable and versatile 
to provide optimal refuge 
to all.

these people start their 
journey from many places 
around the world,  leaving 
hostility in hope of 
safety and security.

SitE AXONOMETRICSitE AXONOMETRIC

‘perch’ concept sketch
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expanding expanding 
awningawning

mens bedroommens bedroom

400x200mm glulam 
timber beams 

100x100mm timber frame
20mm bioresin panes

100mm recycled pvc decking

existing heavy brick walls

exposed timber 
trusses

20mm bioresin panes

35mm cnc cut plywood 

metal wire and wood 
handrail ballustrading metal wire and wood 

handrail ballustrading

glulam timber and steel 
pin join

100mm 
recycled pvc 
decking
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the groundfloor 
gives access to the 
essential ammenities 
of the site and 
accomodation. women  
and children are 
housed on the west 
wing, and men are 
housed on the east 
wing.

on the first 
floor the highline 
stretches across 
the length of the 
occupied space. it 
provides  a tranquil 
area and wellbeing 
garden that links 
the ground floor 
to the second floor 
workshop spaces. 

the second floor 
houses the workshop 
spaces and walkways. 
there are currently 
two workshop spaces 
on the second floor, 
but with a projected 
phased expansion 
where more workshops 
could be aDDed as 
the site grows.



accomodation is a really 
important aspect of the 
site, and the variable 
nature of inhabitant 
numbers means the ability 
to cater to this change 
is vital. the beds need 
to be quick to asseble and 
unassemble to tackle the 
fluctuation of people, as 
well as providing essential 
private and customisable 
spaces.

the bedroom is formed around modular the bedroom is formed around modular 
bed units that make up the space. the bed units that make up the space. the 
bunk beds are positioned in different bunk beds are positioned in different 
orientations as well as overhead orientations as well as overhead 
to maximise capacity. the modular to maximise capacity. the modular 
construction of the beds means more construction of the beds means more 
or less beds can be put together or less beds can be put together 
depending on the volume of people depending on the volume of people 
coming through the site.coming through the site.

the concept behind 
the awning is from 
the question ‘can 
space expand and 
contract to cater 
to changing volumes 
of people?’. this 
awning creates 
a d d i t i o n a l 
sheltered spaces, 
adjacent to the 
main building 
rooms, where indoor 
and outdoor spaces 
merge beneath 
the canopy. This 
space can be 
adapted to reflect 
occupant capacity 
or alternative 
functions. 
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material and recycling issue

Glulam 
timber

recycled 
aluminium

bIOresin 

plywood

recycled aluminium 
is used to create 
the temperature 
regulation tunnel, 
as well as much 
of the furniture 
in the reception 
and documentation 
room. although 
aluminium hasn’t 
got the lowest 
carbon footprint, 
sourcing it from 
companies like 
‘hydro’ (who use 75% 
recycled alumninum) 
d r a s t i c a l l y 
reduces the carbon 
footprint.

plywood will be 
used for much of 
the furntiure on 
site, including 
the bed frames, 
workbenches and 
stools. the 
plywood will be 
cnc cut so there 
is minimal waste. 

to counteract the mass 
waste of water safety 
equipment from channel 
crossings, repurposing old 
lifejackets can help reduce 
landfill. casting milled 
lifejackets in bIOresin to 
create structural panels is 
a viable approach to reduce 
waste.

the primary materials used on site are listed 
as seen. these are the materials that make up 
the core substance of the design. environmental 
impact was really important when selecting 
materials, opting for low carbon alternatives 
and natural materials where possible. 

recycled pvc 
block

i n f l a t a b l e 
boats and 
l i f e j a c k e t s 
are primarily 
made up of pvc. 
recycling them 
into a solid 
material could 
help prevent 
the mass of 
waste going 
to landfill. 
c o m p r e s s i n g 
the material 
and using it as 
decking along 
the highline and 
walkways could 
be an effective 
solution.

Glulam timber will 
be used for the main 
framework of the new 
structure, forming the 
walls and frames for 
the workshop. glulam 
is a great choice 
due to its carbon 
negative qualities and 
comparable strength to 
steel.

as onsite materials are 
limited and the issue of 
channel crossings growing, 
formulating solutions 
that keep material out 
of landfill whilst also 
creating a talking point 
is important. political 
statements like the 
lifejacket graveyard left 
outside of parliment show 
how many migrants have made 
the dangerous crossing, 
is a further reminder of 
the waste produced after 
these crossings. below 
is a dinghy graveyard all 
from channel crossings, 
many damaged beyond use, 
providing opportunity to 
repurpose this waste.

workshop interIOrworkshop interIOr

workshop exterIOrworkshop exterIOr

SitE MatERIALSSitE MatERIALS

workshop panels created from milled 
lifejacket waste, cast into bIOresin


